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BALOCHISTAN 2021 – VICTIM OF A PROXY WAR
Balochistan is Pakistan’s largest province in terms of size and smallest in terms of population. Balochistan’s geo-strategic location and its long
coastline coupled with the development of Gwadar port has focused international interest. It may be noted that Gwadar port is the linchpin in
the China Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC). International and regional power interest have increased in it because of the large mineral resources
in Balochistan. The construction of a deep-water port at Gwadar has enormous trade potential and will connect the Indian Ocean with Central
Asia and Europe through a land route. The building of Gwadar port and the development of Balochistan under CPEC may become a game-changer
for Pakistan’s socio-economic development. A fully operational Gwadar port will enhance Pakistan’s commercial activities and its connectivity
with the oil-rich Gulf States, the CARs, Afghanistan, China, and with the rest of the world. Therefore, CPEC, under the Chinese One Belt One Road
(OBOR) initiative, has enhanced the significance of the Balochistan province.
In the perspective of this potential, hostile foreign players with the support of Baloch militant organizations have created an unstable
environment, threatening large-scale growth. In addition, Balochistan is being used as a proxy battleground to harass Pakistan. Subversive efforts
are being made jointly and singly to create as much of a terror environment as is likely to fail the economic growth, social uplift and betterment
of the people of the province. As such, the strategic importance of Balochistan lies in its potential to either take the forefront in development in
South Asia or be the epicenter of the next large-scale multinational conflict.

Although, Balochistan has seen multiple
insurgencies since 1948; historically the
disturbed areas were Dera Bugti, Kohlu and
Khuzdar. After the inauguration of Gwadar
port, the militancy has shifted to Makran
division, historically a peaceful part of the
province that used to belong to Oman. Dr
Allah Nazar’s Balochistan Liberation Front
(BLF) has emerged as a powerful antiPakistan terror organization. The BLF has a
strong footprint in Gwadar and Turbat areas
and has been involved in high profile terrorist
activities especially against Chinese nationals
and has also targeted strategically important
sites. The increased numbers of terrorist
incidents in Balochistan targeting Chinese
and development projects have not only
destabilized the area but also discouraged
the local and foreign investors. The ongoing
insurgency in Balochistan has historic links.
The cooperation among terrorist outfits,
financial and weapon supply chains with a
hostile intelligence agency alliance pursuing
the agenda of uniting militant organization
has resulted in coordinated attacks on targets
of high value. Foreign interference, shifting
tribal loyalties and the presence of religious
extremists have further compounded the
Balochistan issue.

Baloch nationalism came to the fore
immediately after the independence of
Pakistan.
Insurgencies
by
Baloch
nationalists have been fought in 1948,
1958–59, 1962–63 and 1973–1977, with an
ongoing low-level insurgency continuing
since 2003. The current phase started from
Dera Bugti, Kohlu and Khuzdar districts but
with the development of CPEC projects, its
centre of gravity shifted to Turbat and
Gwadar. Dr Allah Nazar was empowered
with weapons and funding and became the
militant leader involved in most of the
terrorist attacks in the region against
Chinese and Security forces. Hostile
intelligence agencies are exploiting the
Baloch nationalist fault-line to further their
national interests which run counter to the
development of CPEC and Gwadar port.
This is proven by the Kulbashan Yadav Case,
an Indian Naval officer arrested in Pakistan
and being tried for espionage and
sponsoring terror in Pakistan.

Baloch Militant/Terrorist
Organization:
Baloch Liberation Army (BLA)
Baloch Liberation Army is leaded by
Herbiyar Marri who has been granted
political asylum in the UK. Fighters of BLA
are provided by the Marri tribe. The BLA
has been listed as a Terrorist organization
in Pakistan, the UK and USA. BLA has
conducted terrorist activities mostly in
Kohlu and Quetta.
Baloch Republican Army (BRA)
Brahamdagh Bugti, led the Balochistan
Republican Party for several years from
Afghanistan where he was hosted by the
Afghan government, under the local
protection of the late General of Police
Abdul Raziq Achakzai until he moved to
Geneva in 2010, where he applied for
political asylum. Fighters are mostly from
the Bugti tribe and the BRA operates near
Dera Bugti, Sui and Quetta. It is involved in
sabotage activities against gas pipelines,
terrorist attacks against railway and
transmission lines.
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Baloch Liberation Front (BLF)

Execution of Operations

Mainly based in Balochistan´s
southernmost Makran region,
the Balochistan Liberation Front
is the most active Baloch armed
groups against CPEC. It’s led by
Dr. Allah Nazar, a former student
leader
and
a
qualified
gynecologist who is the only high
profile
Baloch
insurgent
commander that has fought for
several years on the ground and
is presently rumored to be hiding
in Iran/ UAE. BLF is the main
threat against CPEC and Gwadar
and unlike other militant
organizations, its fighters are not
tribesmen but middle-class
youth. This militant organization
is more active and destructive in
conducting terrorist attacks
against
Chinese
Nationals,
Punjabi laborers and security
forces.

Quetta is the only metropolitan city in
Balochistan and therefore the focus of all of the
militant groups as it affords useful targets for
terror and the media means to publicize these
actions. Operations are conducted in classic small
cell groups that merge into the urban
environment. Small townships or Killis in Sariab,
Brewery and some areas of Satellite Town are
safe havens for Baloch militant organizations.
The same groups also involved in kidnappings,
protection rackets, and sale of drugs to raise
funds. Engaged with foreign intelligence agencies
and is funded by them, they also source weapons
and explosives through them. Most militants
have moved away from urban centers and now
live and operate from Ferrari (terror) Camps
located within striking distance of the
cities/towns like Margat, Marwar, Esplingi, and
Kabu areas. In rural areas especially Dera Bugti,
the BRA uses landmines against LEAs, gas
pipelines, and transmission lines. In the Makran
division, BLF ambushes the paramilitary (FC/ LEA)
convoys with a combination of landmines in
ambushes with small arms and RPGs.
Sophisticated weaponry is available and being
smuggled to Balochistan via the Gulistan area. All
the Pashtun weapon dealers have close
connections with Baloch militant organizations

Lashkar-e-Balochistan
It is deployed in Central
Balochistan and led by Javed
Mengal. This militant and
terrorist
organization
is
supported by Mengal tribe, but
have not been very active over
the last few years.
Lashkar-e-Jhangvi
Lashkar-e-Jhangvi is Punjab
based sectarian militant wing of
Sipah-e Sahabah Pakistan. It is
supported by local Bloch mainly
from Mastung which is adjacent
to Quetta with strong anti-Hazara
sentiments. It has Baloch
leadership
and
remained
involved in numbers of terrorist
attacks
against
Hazara
community.

Role of Hostile Intelligence Agencies
An analysis of the terror events conducted by
militant organizations in Balochistan will reveal a
high level of tactical awareness and training. The
placement of explosives, siting of weapons, and
choice of ambush sites and getaway plans point
to the perpetrators having had prior military
training. Access to sophisticated weapons and
communication means is indicative of foreign
funding and support as well. Indian support to
the Balochistan nationalist movement is known
as its military support to militant organizations;
publicly stated as a policy initiative of the Indian
government by its National Security Advisor.

With consulates along the Pak- Afghan and PakIran border it has had operatives fueling trouble
in Balochistan. It was only a matter of time
before Kulbashan Yadav was caught on 3rd
March 2016. There are few if any ideological
participants in
the
militant
groups.
Investigations have revealed that all are paid,
leaders included. The tribal organisations
contribute a portion of their earnings to their
leaders over and above what their leaders get
paid.
There appears to be an alliance of ethnic and
sectarian terrorist organizations in Balochistan.
Lashkar-e-Jhangvi (LeJ) also has its stronghold
in Mastung which is adjacent to Quetta.
Interestingly, BLA and LeJ leadership and foot
soldiers are both Baloch which is odd, given the
Punjabi base of the LeJ. The timings and area of
terrorist attacks of these sectarian and ethnic
terrorist organizations normally coincide with
each other and support each other. Case in
point are timings of terrorist attack at the Quaid
residency in Ziarat by BLA followed by a suicidal
attack on a bus of Hazara University students by
LeJ. The recent killings of Hazara miners at
Margat area which is the traditional stronghold
of BLA militants, also indicates the strong
alliance between Baloch Miltant organization
and ethnic/ religious terrorist organization. It
points towards the fact that the planners for
these terrorist organizations are common.
The role of BSO (Azad) has been a detrimental
one. The BSO has been a feeder organization for
militancy for a long time garbed in a political
shroud. BSO Azad was found in 1967 and has
been listed as a Proscribed organization in
2013. BSO Azad has been providing fresh blood
to BLF which has been successful in not only
mobilizing masses against the state but has also
been the most hard-core militant group. After
subversion of more than two decades with its
main focus on schools, colleges and University
students, Baloch youth are completely against
Pakistani state.
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A National Response
Operations against Militant Organizations with more focus on BLF
General search operations must be avoided in urban centers as it brings hatred against federation, thus fuelling sub-nationalist subversion themes. IBOs against
militants especially BLF, their sympathizers, and facilitators should be conducted in cities to dismantle their support in urban areas, thus making it difficult to
conduct terrorist activities in cities. Moreover, targeted operations against Ferrari camps and dismantling them especially at Makran Division will elude bases
to these Baloch militant organization, thus minimizing attacks against Chinese, Punjabi Laborer’s, and LEAs. Moreover, apprehension of weapon smugglers of
Gulistan is mandatory to control weapon flow to these militants.
Militant organizations require millions of Rupees to pay emoluments to their soldiers and leadership which is not possible without foreign funding and support
of hostile intelligence agencies. Thus, Financial Crime professionals must be hired in LEAs who can identify the terrorism funding techniques and lodge legal
proceedings on Terrorism financing (TF). Money is Terrorist organization life’s blood, so If LEAs are successful in prosecuting this terrorist on TF cases, it will
not only have an adverse effect on their terrorist activities but will also assist Pakistan in coming out of the FATF grey list.

Counter Subversion

Provision of Jobs to Baloch youth

Intelligence agencies must be tasked
to identify all teachers of schools and
lecturers of colleges/ universities
who are teaching sub-nationalist
propaganda theme to students.
Departmental level inquiry should be
conducted against all identified
teachers for termination of their jobs
while replacing them with patriotic
teachers.
Moreover,
counter
subversion theme must be prepared
by ISPR and Information Ministry to
counter sub-nationalist propaganda.

Unemployment is main cause of Baloch
youth
joining
Baloch
militant
organizations. Thus, CPEC will only be
successful if youth from Makran divisions
are provided ample job opportunities.
Provisional Government must open
technical training institutions for Baloch
youth in Makran Division and provide
them technical skills which are required
for these projects. Government must
bound Chinese/ local companies to hire
local youths for these projects.

Quota must be fixed for Balochi
students in other provinces for higher
education studies with higher
number of seats in universities of
Punjab province. Graduates of these
universities will be ideally suited to
replace these sub-nationalist at
different Government institutions
including universities and colleges.

Highlight Indian State Sponsoring Terrorism in Balochistan
at International Forum
The arrest of the Indian spy, Kulbhushan Yadav, and his
confession in supporting terrorist activities in Balochistan has
confirmed the involvement of India‘s intelligence agency —
Research and Analysis Wing (RAW) in terrorist incidents in
Balochistan. These proofs should be highlighted by all Pakistani
missions abroad as well as at multi-forums platforms like
United Nations to show the Indian state sponsoring terrorism
in Pakistan. Moreover, International media should be
approached by Pakistani diplomats to write about Indian RAW’s
involvement in supporting the terrorist organization in
Balochistan.

Media Coverage of Terrorist Incidents

Conclusion

Baloch militant organizations are being
paid on media coverage of terrorist
incidents by hostile intelligence agencies
so controlled media coverage will reduce
their funding, thus decreasing numbers of
terrorist incidents in Balochistan. PEMRA
must play more pro-active role and allow
only controlled coverage of these
terrorist attacks.

Balochistan insurgency will only be controlled with a political
and military strategy working for hand in gloves with each
other. The ongoing mega projects in the province must provide
job opportunities to the Baloch people. The main concern of the
Baloch people is that their ethnic dominance is decreasing and
according to their estimate one day, they will become a
minority in their own province which is a point of concern for
them. Let them give more opportunities in CPEC projects with
more education and technical skills. The more educated Baloch
will play a constructive role in the development of Balochistan
in particular and Pakistan in general. There is a need to take
prudent actions to resolve the Balochistan issue, otherwise, it
is going on the wrong side i.e. anarchy and disturbance. The
external power will take the opportunity to use it against the
state of Pakistan.
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THE AFGHAN SERIES
EMERGING SCENARIOS IN AFGHANISTAN
Pakistan has worked best when keeping geographical realities in mind and not perceptions. Ron Paul has explained the lies that were fed to the US
public and the perception of impending victory. The US had falsified the threat to my mind from the beginning. The stage now has been reached
where the events in Afghanistan have overwhelmed the US and the erstwhile policy makers, mostly neocons, in DC. The US exit from the battlefield
is nothing short of a defeat. Looking at US wars, historical its military has humiliatingly vacated the field in Vietnam, Somalia, Iraq and now Afghanistan.
After the Geneva Accord the US unabashedly left the Zone and all the problems to Pakistan. They will do the same now. What will they leave behind
is the question? It appears similar to the 1992 period, the most horrific in Kabul. It gave rise to sectarian intolerance, ethnic brutality and warlordism. Ashraf Ghani will find sponsors like India to continue, the Taliban will find excuses to kill. Whichever way one looks at the picture, the US wants
turmoil to remain. Their weak admonishment to Kabul for delaying the contours of the peace talks was the signal that meant go ahead, go slow. The
TPP/ BLA/PTM factors are alive and well in Afghanistan and is/will be used against Pakistan in the future.

Afghanistan’s successes have always been when a
strong rulers govern, Abdali, Abdul Rahman, Nadir
Shah, Daud, Taliban years. Taliban will not rest till Kabul
is not taken or that the majority rule is not theirs. Ghani
is now in the same situation as Najibullah was, no
option but to stay. India will shake the Talib hand but I
do not foresee any earthshaking future. Khalilzad
appears to want an inexplicable conclusion to the
whole game. It was his idea to leave a wrench in the
works by suggesting and enforcing India to be part of
the Peace effort. This allows India to retain leverage at
Kabul as well as a threat to Pakistan. What Islamabad
needs to do is worry about PTM and the Baluchi non
state players. China and Russia are not against Pakistan
however Iran ambitions are concealed cannot be
trusted for now. The more we encourage China to fill
the vacuum in Afghanistan it will improve our status.
The Taliban are more savvy, shifty, bloated and in the
future unreliable. We must however continue to ‘own
them’. The Covid-19 scare is temporary.

To deal with the PTM one must look at
three
possibilities,
divide
them,
compromise them or eliminate them. Ask
not, explain not, Islamabad has all the
right to move against secessionists. We
must prepare strong Pashtun teams to
control the PTM politically as well. The
NDS and Amrullah Saleh are working
overtime on them and the TTP.

A civil war is looming in Afghanistan,
NATO and the US are not unduly
worried. They want out at any cost;
Afghans are not letting them, and their
equipment what is left will be used by
the victor, reminiscent of the Soviet
war! It would be an irony if American
tanks cross the same Amu Darya for
‘moth balling’ in Uzbekistan! As
Moscow did! Repeat of History.

"Repeat
of
History"
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THE AFGHAN END GAME - A POSSIBILITY
The stage now has been set where the events in Afghanistan have overwhelmed the US and neo-cons in Washington DC. Their exit, if it happens, from
the battlefield is nothing short of defeat. Looking at US wars, historically their record is dismal; they have vacated the field in Vietnam, Somalia, Iraq and
now Afghanistan. After the Geneva Accord at the end of the Cold War the US unabashedly left the Zone and all the problems to Pakistan. They will do
the same now if they could. What will they leave behind is the glaring question? what next? Here, we have Brigadier (R) Sultan Mahmud giving a
veteran’s analysis and predicting step by step what we may call the “end game” of Afghanistan. Pakistan has worked best keeping ground realities in
mind and not perceptions. US Republican Senator Ron Paul in his intriguing article on Afghanistan War-The Crime of The Century dated 18 Dec 2019 has
explained the lies that were fed to the US public and the perception of impending victory. Doha talks will be remembered for many things.
Mostly, that the US and the
Taliban were in agreement on
the same issue. Zalmay
Khalilzad’s duplicity and his
bumbling diplomacy, the
riveting media coverage and
the opulent settings. Most of
what the entire World wanted
to see and got, was the Taliban
Team.
The
madrasah
educated men, in their
shalwar qameez and chappals,
sat across like monarchs facing
their adversary. What they
said, uttered or meant was
clear and without ambiguity.

• In the book ‘Terrorism and the
United States of America’ on page
427 Paul Craig , Reagans ex
Assistant Secretary of the
Treasury says, ’the only reason
Muslim Terrorism exists is that
Washington created it’. Barbara
Honegger is quoted on pages 426
-427, ‘American, British and Israeli
intelligence created the Islamic
State of Iraq and Syria, the ISIL or
IS. Stinger and TOW missiles used
by the ISIS are reported to be from
Israeli stockpiles. In 2014,
Netanyahu confirmed that the IDF
was supporting Al Qaida terrorists
in Syria through its logistic base in
Golan Heights’.

What Indian media said
Indian media was unanimous
in its conclusion that India had
lost to a superior long-term
strategy. That the US was two
tongued with New Delhi, that
Pakistan
figured
more
prominently in their scheme
for
Middle
Earth’
(Afghanistan) than India. The
Doha Peace talks were seen as
a great achievement for
Afghanistan however the
euphoria at Kabul was totally
missing.
What happens now?
• Afghanistan’s successes
have always been under a
strong ruler, Ahmed Shah
Abdali, Abdul Rahman, Nadir
Shah, Sardar Daud, the Taliban
years. Ashraf Ghani is
uncomfortably close to being
in the same situation as
Najibullah with no option but
to stay.

• The Taliban are now more savvy, shifty, bloated and in the future could
be unreliable. We must however continue to reach out to them.
• Islamabad needs to focus on the PTM and the Baluchi non state players.
To deal with the PTM one must look at three possibilities, divide,
compromise, or isolate them. It is never too late to win them over. However
Islamabad has all the right to move against secessionists. Islamabad must
prepare strong Pashtun teams to counter the PTM’s political narrative. The
Government must seriously look at their grievances and address those by
removing friction and doubts .The State has shown patience. They are
Pakistani’s first and in time will realize the folly of political manipulation of
foreign powers. It is obvious that Kabul and New Delhi see the PTM as an
asset.
• The ISIS remains an enigma. In Afghanistan its creation and utility in the
country sees a continuous rebirth. Strangely after the death of Baghdadi
and the local Khorasani leaders of ISIS in Afghanistan, it was thought that it
signaled the end of this cancer. Apparently this was not the case. The
statement of Zalmay Khalilzad on 15 May is very meaningful, ‘Rather than
falling into the ISIS trap and delay peace or create obstacles, Afghans must
come together to crush this menace and pursue a historic peace
opportunity.

One need not look further as the
cause of ISIS emergence in
Afghanistan. Having failed to
cripple the Taliban or make
sizeable inroads into core Taliban
territory they have become an
embarrassment and a liability.
Hence the US request to the
Taliban in an ‘undeclared
understanding’ to target and
eliminate the ISIS as they fear that
ISIS will hit the US/NATO convoys
exiting Afghanistan.
The Taliban, initially were not sure
what to make of this dramatic
culmination of a struggle.
Euphoria of achieving the
impossible will slowly give way to
the realization that in the absence
of a White Western adversary,
they now face their own nation.
Afghans cannot forgive but will
listen to powerful allies. If Iran,
Pakistan, Russia and China have a
role to play it is here. If bloodshed
and vengeance can be avoided, if
hate can be overlooked, if Afghan
statesmen rise above pettiness
and personal glory then we see a
future.
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• A civil war is looming in Afghanistan, NATO and the US are not unduly worried. They will
reduce their strength at any cost, but will not vacate Afghanistan
• The Abdullah Ghani accord to form a joint government has in a sense reprieved Ghani from
a humiliating end. While he may still be smarting in giving space to a rival, it has given him
longevity; his government has become stronger with Abdullah. Neighboring countries and the
West view this development positively.
• Afghan security forces despite enhanced manpower, training and equipment do not inspire
confidence. Its staying power is extremely questionable as and when they lose US air support
and a curtailed financial backing. Armies are groomed on patriotism, loyalty, culture, tradition,
battlefield victories. Only then does it deserve the masses support. Afghan Army lacks most
of these. If Kabul is seriously threatened, one is liable to witness mass defections/divesting in
rank and file. A recurring feature seen in the past thirty years in Afghanistan.
The Regional impact:
• India is not in an enviable position. It knows it stands to lose much more than just political
and diplomatic ignominy. Reinforce a policy failure or sit back. They will have to move fast.
They need a new narrative on Afghanistan. The mandarins at New Delhi’s South Block are
madly at work finding an avenue to catch up.
• On the diplomatic/ political front India with Zalmay Khalilzad’s help will manage a
breakthrough with the Taliban, a temporary understanding will be arrived at.
• The Doha Deal has anyway forgiven the Americans for their omissions.
• In Pakistan’s troubled Baluchistan province in a space of a few weeks, the attack on security
forces has increased manifold. This is likely to increase in tempo spreading to cities. Similarly,
the LOC is witnessing increased activity
• The most concerned should be the Punjshiri’s. Back to the valley and their mountain
passes! They do not have an Ahmed Shah Masood or a Marshal Faheem. All are too well fed
to pick up arms. Beirut, London, Dubai, New Delhi, Istanbul are the obvious choices. Ustad
Sayyaf and Gulbadin need to realign to stay relevant, both have limited options.
• Pakistan has no interest but peace in Afghanistan, as it impacts positively on us. Allowing
Afghan soil to be used by a third country against Pakistan cannot achieve this. Peace remains
an illusion will not happen soon. Pakistan knows how to deal with its neighbors, the worry
is, has Washington learned how to deal with the Afghans?
• China has been carefully monitoring events in Afghanistan, while it has good relations with
the Taliban since 2007, which Pakistan facilitated, yet it moves with wisdom of the ages. It
believes that a fruit must ripen before it is plucked. It has great interest in Afghanistan as it
sees it as part of its BRI and CPEC. It is drawn to Afghanistan’s rich mineral resources. It is
acutely aware that the US will deny China a free run to access CAR’s through Afghanistan.
Taliban are not wholly trusted and fear its ascendency will reignite ETIM in its regions. It does
not wish the Taliban to be the sole power at Kabul, hence will wait for things to settle first.
Neither will it jump into the fray where the US is already embroiled, following the Doha Peace
Deal closely. China has other pressing problems; COVID 19 has impacted negatively against
China worldwide.
• The US’s threatening tone has forced China to issue its own Strategy in dealing with the
challenge. Indian belligerency in Sikkim-Laddakh, the US Naval challenges to its lines of sea
communications and the currency war (yen versus the dollar) is viewed seriously. It is
therefore ‘important for China to maintain a balance between the competing Afghan
elements, it is also alive to the sensitivity of the contiguous Wakhan Border’, states Lt Gen
Farooq Ahmed who understands Afghan dynamics. China compliments Pakistan’s line of
thinking on Afghanistan and will support Pakistan.
• Russia. Like China is playing a ‘wait and see’ game. The return of Taliban is anathema to it
and will not venture into Afghanistan for any serious investment; however it is decidedly
elated to see the return of the Northern Alliance in power. Russia does not seem too worried
about the Intra-Afghan dialogue, as long as its CAR region remains immune to fallouts from
across the Amu Darya. The Russia-India relationship has taken a few serious hits ever since
Trumps visit to India. Moscow believed that India and Russia together could ideally be a
balancing force in the region, a balance between China and the US. However there is a
cumulative change in thinking at Moscow. It feels India is far too deep into the US Camp that
its retrieval was now difficult. Moscow now sees ‘Pakistan as a global pivot state and seeks
better understanding’, writes Andrew Korybko in his piece of 18 May 20,’Improved Russian
Pakistan Relations Will Help Moscow Balance the new Bipolarity’. A China – Russia platform
will work wonders for Pakistan.

• Iran. Recent events in Afghanistan have generally
favored Iran. Its Northern Alliance has returned to
power, it is finally seeing an end to US occupation of the
country and it has a meaningful relationship with the
Taliban. Additionally the ‘US have welcomed Iran’s
reduction in rhetoric’s against the US in the recent past,
which has helped in lowering of temperatures of both
sides’.
• China has promised a record sum to invest in Iranian
industry and to bring it into its fold of CPEC. The port of
Chah Bahar though small compared to Pakistan’s Port at
Gwadar, is large enough for trade with Afghanistan.
• Taliban.
Taliban views have been consistent over the years,
namely;
* All foreign military forces must leave
Afghanistan. Taliban will however agree to
reasonable number to stay on as instructors,
advisors. Taliban will monitor all activities of all
Bases that are agreed upon in the use of
foreign forces.
* If the Kabul Government announces to follow
the Sharia in true spirit and end democracy the
Taliban will join them.
* Afghan soil will not be used against any other
country.
* The Afghan Defense Forces will continue but
under Sharia laws. Knowledge of religion will
be emphasized.
* Women will have freedom of work as per
Sharia. Women can serve in the Government,
Judiciary and almost all organs of the State.
* A woman can never be a President.
* A woman cannot lead a prayer congregation.
* A woman judge cannot pass a death sentence
on a case she is presiding over.
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Conclusions:
• Imposing ones will on an Afghan is not
sensible. Afghan respect strength. Pakistan
has played rationally; it is on the right side by
supporting the peace effort and pushing the
Taliban to the negotiating table. The Taliban
will not like to be dictated by any in the future
and would prefer to be seen as independent
of any Pakistani strings attached. A hostile
Taliban to Pakistan is not foreseen. The
Taliban will not rest till Kabul is not achieved.
Pakistan’s political support to the Taliban
must continue whether we like it or not.
•The
emerging
Pakistan-China-Russia
consensus bodes well for Islamabad. Iran
needs to be nudged by both China and Russia
not to rock the boat. Turkey’s entry will make
it a formidable block.

• Pakistan should not expect any let up in the attacks in
Baluchistan nor in the political activities of the PTM. Iran-RAW
nexus proven support to BLA/BLF must be tackled head on. Iran
is unapologetic; we must not halt fencing the border with Iran.
Amrulleh Saleh and his team will not cease just because of a
peace deal.
• Imposing Western standards for Nation building in
Afghanistan achieves varying but doubtful successes, cannot be
done by Occupation Forces. It also seldom survives to see
benefits of its victories. The Taliban philosophy remained
triumphant to the end, it survived despite the loss of its
leadership in the early years, this definitely says much about the
intense Madrassa teaching and his belief.
• The US will maintain its bases with money and wait to see the
aftermath of the Intra –Afghan talks. Sensing a decrease in
Iranian belligerency in the Gulf, the US has reportedly ordered
a drawdown of some of its forces from the Gulf Region. Saudi
Arabia may well have to adjust to the new environment.

• US President, Donald Trump has elections
on mind. After the elections, Washington
may renege as the US is notorious for backing
out of treaties, the JCPOA being the latest. Its
future aims for the region is clear, it will not
leave Afghanistan to any of its rivals China or
Russia. Paradoxically, tarnished and bruised
the US will reduce its commitments and
engagements in Afghanistan.

• China’s BRI has a massive appeal for
developing countries; its success is
dependent on peace and stability.
• The LEAD Inspector General Report to
the US Congress for the period 1 Jan -31
Mar 2020 highlights the fact that
‘months of sustained military pressure
from the US, Afghan Defence Forces
and THE TALIBAN appear to have taken
a heavy toll on the ISIS-K (Khorasan).
Approximately 300-2500 members
remained in the country with 50-100 in
Ningarhar. Mass surrender by ISIS-K
Kabul forces was witnessed’. The
Taliban –US deal on the ISIS-K is
successful.

“Whatever option the US
decides on, in the long run it
stands to lose. Its’ time in this
region is running out. It
seriously needs to salvage its
prestige. The Great Game is
very much alive and much of it
is in Chinese!”

• India will reestablish itself with the Abdullah
Abdullah group but with a shrunken canvas, it
will work to win over the Hazara’s and
Dostam. India will respond positively to the
smallest Taliban concession. The Taliban will
mend fences with India temporarily. As long
as Zalmay Khalilzad with his bag of tricks is
hovering in the region we can expect
dramatic changes. A go-along story teller who
himself does not know the ending. One can
expect another book by him when his time is
up.
• Pakistan must continue to reach out to
Kabul as well as to all ethnicities. It already
has a healthy rapport with the Uzbeks and
some Hazara leaders. Must work on things
that unite and not divide. Inviting Abdullah to
visit Pakistan will pay dividends.

• China, Russia, India and Iran all have varying interests.
However a race for ‘proxy relevancy’ as Maj Gen Isfandiyar
Pataudi comments will begin. India sees it as an opportunity
against Pakistan. This must be challenged. Taliban or Kabul
must blunt all Indian pervasive activities or bear the
consequences. If tackled maturely all neighboring countries
must let Afghans decide their own future.
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THE DAYS AFTER, WHILE THE INK IS STILL WET
The Doha Peace Effort is fast losing its euphoric fragrance. Both Kabul and Abdullah have made it clear that they do not accept the conditions for the intra
Afghan dialogue. The US appears to be using internal political compulsions to drive it’s shameful exit from Afghanistan. A direct call between Trump and
Baradar is a desperate reach-out for support by the incumbent govt in the face of impending elections. As predicted the Taliban will dictate the exit of
foreign forces and having failed to divide the Taliban the US is now reconciled to the abandonment of Afghanistan. A failed strategy that leaves the region
more chaotic 19 years later, based on false premises and false promises to its own people has led to the present impasse. Pak suggested dealing with the
Taliban years ago and was told as was the rest of the World that the Taliban were close to being defeated. Pak has, in supporting the US efforts to broker
peace through compulsion left itself vulnerable, in a vulnerable obtaining environment where its economy is fragile and it faces an Eastern threat. Abdullah
has declared himself the ruler of the North. Is this the initial step of balkanisation?
Ghani’s stand on the Prisoners swap has
shaken the tree. The Taliban insist that
the release of their 5000 men for the
1000 govt officials they hold (some
believe Taliban hold approx. 3000 in
Helmand, Farah, Nimroz and Nangarhar),
are a prerequisite for the 10 th March
first Intra Afghan meeting. Ghani does
have a valid point of scrutinizing each
case before further release. The Meeting
has been put on hold. The surprising part
is that Khalilzad knew this would a
problem but pushed ahead regardless.
After all, it took nearly a year for him to
broker the release of a handful of
Americans from Taliban custody in
exchange of Anas Haqqani group, why
would he think this would be speedier?
Was his plan to willfully insert such a
clause that would scuttle the talks? Was
The White House on board? Khalilzad was
I believe told well in time to give more
thought to the Prisoner swap. He did not
heed it.
Taliban have resumed attacks on Govt.
Have the US attacked Taliban positions
on the behest of the Afghan Govt? Will
the deal hold? Will it collapse? Is this the
start of another devastating civil war?
Pakistan, whether it likes it or not is again
drawn in as a front-line player. The US
Plan seems to be to ignore internal
battles as long as they are not targeted.
Taliban had 7 Indian captives in Baghdad
/ Thakhar area. 3 to 4 are remaining. New
Delhi. Has offered US$ 5 Million for their
release. They must be very important to
India!

“Internally three power centers
have emerged, the Taliban, Ashraf
Ghani, and Abdullah.”

What must be done? Some suggestions to avoid a civil
war.
•

•
•

•

•

China, Pakistan, and Russia to call for an initial
dialogue of the three in either Islamabad or
Beijing. Must focus on a road map. Iran be
incorporated later
On the Taliban's request, allow them to open an
office in Islamabad.
Allow the Doha peace plan to proceed i.e.,
thinning out of US / NATO forces as per plan.
Let the US retain Shindand and Bagram Air
Bases as requested with not more than 5000 US
trainers, Advisors, technicians. (I believe
already agreed upon).
Spoilers like India and Amrullah Saleh will
attempt to target US locations blaming it on the
Taliban. The US and Khalilzad be briefed.
Relaxing of the time frame for exchange of
Prisoners.

Islamabad needs to come up with a
plan quickly. Taliban need to cool
their anger. AG is getting stronger
in the center. He has Pakhtun
support. With Indian financial
backing, he is in for the fight. His call
to The Taliban to disassociate itself
from Pakistan is a move to divert
pressure on himself.
If the situation is allowed to persist,
we will witness the Balkanisation of
Afghanistan. That in itself poses
severe problems for Pakistan.

Editorial Note:
The
Frontline
series
on
Afghanistan are written as the
situation has changed over the past
few months. The updates to these
will continue. We look forward to
keeping our readers informed on
a regular basis.
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Cher visits Pakistan - Project "Kaavan"
Probyn Security Advisors (PSA) had a great opportunity to keep Cher safe recently in Islamabad. Cher known all over the World for her iconic voice and
often dubbed the ‘goddess of pop’ had been deeply involved in the rehabilitation of Kaavan, an elephant incarcerated in the zoo in Islamabad who was
sadly not well looked after. Kaavan who had lost his mate years earlier, was kept in a small enclosure and was mistreated over the years. Cher has been
the moving spirit behind getting Kaavan away to an elephant sanctuary in Cambodia’s Northwest.

PSA partnered with Dark Star
Group was tasked to provide risk
assessment and close protection
to Cher and her entire team for
the complete duration of her stay
at Pakistan. With mission
parameter
clearly
defined
operations and planning; teams
then went into action with a
detailed threat assessment and indepth discussions with the
security team accompanying Cher.
Her entourage was large and had
varying schedules which made the
job dependent on a great deal of
coordination and comprehensive
sub plans were made. After the
threat was analyzed a number of
contingency plans were made. The
process then involved detailed
reconnaissance and working out
every detail related to each and
every contingency.

“The Goddess of Pop
comes to Pakistan”

Prudence being our ethos, PSA
always has contingencies in
place, as such in the event of an
emergency, medical support
locations were identified with
routes and timings worked out
in advance, also, it was ensured
that a Quick Reaction Force was
available at all times to react in
the shortest possible time. The
engagement of B6 and softer
vehicles, in accordance with our
client’s requirements, was
ensured and the operations
were monitored through our
Command and Control Centre.

Our mission went off well and the hard work and long hours of our teams paid off.
We at PSA would like to thank all of our friends and colleagues that worked with us through this event. In particular our gratitude to the Capital City
Police, Islamabad government administration and the accompanying team that came with Cher.
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IMPLICATIONS OF FATF PUBLIC STATEMENT OF 25th FEBRUARY
2021 ON PAKISTAN
FATF Announcement Related to Pakistan
Despite Pakistan making significant progress on the action points, the Financial Action Task Force (FATF) has decided to keep Pakistan on the “Grey List”*
where Pakistan was placed in June 2018. The FATF Plenary session has once again recognized Pakistan’s continued political commitment which has been
possible because of significant progress across a comprehensive Combating Financing of Terrorism (CFT) action plan. The areas where Pakistan has shown
improvement from last plenary session of October 2020 are:“Demonstrating that law enforcement agencies are identifying and
investigating the widest range of Terrorism Financing (TF) activity;
Demonstrating enforcement against targeted financial sanctions (TFS)
violations; Working to prevent the raising and moving of funds including by
controlling facilities and services owned or controlled by designated persons
and entities”.
However, the FATF has emphasized that Pakistan should continue to
work on implementing the three remaining items in its action plan to address
its strategically important deficiencies which are:“Demonstrating that TF investigations and prosecution of target
persons and entities acting on behalf or at the direction of the designated
persons or entities; demonstrating that TF prosecutions result in effective,
proportionate and dissuasive sanctions; demonstrating effective
implementation of TFS against all 1267 and 1373 designated terrorists,
specifically those acting for or on their behalf.”
Pakistan has made progress across all action plan items and has now
largely addressed 24 of the 27 action items. The FATF recognized significant
progress made on the entire action plan but it may be noted that all action
plan deadlines have expired, thus FATF strongly urges Pakistan to swiftly
complete its full action plan before June 2021 when FATF next plenary session
is planned.
*Explanation. FATF commonly “Grey List” means Jurisdictions under increased
monitoring of FATF and are actively working with FATF to address strategic
deficiencies in their regimes to counter Money Laundering, Terrorist Financing
and Proliferation Financing.

FATF Announcement Related to Proliferation Financing (PF)
FATF reiterated that by 2024, all countries must complete its National
Risk Assessment related to PF. The revised Recommendation 1 of FATF and its
Interpretive note require countries and private sector entities to identify,
assess, manage and mitigate the risks of potential breaches, nonimplementation, or evasion of the targeted financial sanctions related to PF*.
It may be mentioned that in October 2020, the FATF significantly
strengthened its measures to prevent the financing of weapons of mass
destruction (WMD) proliferation financing. As part of a phased approach, the
FATF announced that it will begin assessing jurisdictions for implementation of
these requirements at the start of the next round of mutual evaluations (2024),
to allow time to put the necessary domestic measures in place. FATF expected
all countries and jurisdictions to take concrete steps to ensure implementation
of these new obligations, and to determine the appropriate sequence and
timeframe for implementation at national level, including by providing
guidance to their private sector and sharing relevant PF related information, as
appropriate, to enhance compliance with the FATF Standards and better
safeguard the international financial system from PF. It may be noted that PF is
new phenomena and still FATF has not finalized its guidelines and countries are
building its capacity building to implement these new requirements and
standards of FATF.

The FATF plenary of February 2021 has agreed on new
guidance about PF risk assessment and mitigation for public
consultation. This new guidance aims to clarify the implementation
of the FATF requirements, including how to prepare a risk
assessment in the context of PF risk indicators for potential breach,
non-implementation or evasion of PF sanctions obligations, and
commensurate risk mitigation measures needed to address the
identified risks, including for low-risk entities to avoid the
unintended consequences of financial exclusion. It also addresses
the supervision of PF risk assessments and mitigation. The FATF, will
release the guidance for public consultation in March before
finalizing and approving it in June 2021.
*Definition:- Proliferation financing refers to the act of
providing funds or financial services which are used, in whole or in
part, for the manufacture, acquisition, possession, development,
export, trans-shipment, brokering, transport, transfer, stockpiling or
use of nuclear, chemical or biological weapons and their means of
delivery and related materials (including both technologies and dual
use goods used for non-legitimate purposes), in contravention of
national laws or, where applicable, international obligations.
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Assessment of Probability of Exiting Grey List
As per International reports, Pakistan loses an estimated $ 10 Billion annually as result
of its designation in “FATF Grey List”. It may be mentioned that Global financial institutions and Banks avoid dealing with “FATF Grey List” countries due to
operational and reputational financial risks, thus resulting in decrease of Foreign direct Investments and Exports of that country.
All stake holders in Pakistan have worked hard to be compliant with 27 action points of the FATF over the last two years and achieved compliant status in
24 out of 27 action points. However, there is no option but to work quickly and show progress on the rest of the FATF action plan. It is also clear that unlike
past, the world wants complete compliance with the global body’s exacting standards this time around. The FATF President’s statement that the watchdog
will verify completed actions and that members of the task force would vote (to remove Pakistan from the list of countries on the grey list) underlines this
new reality that Pakistan will not come out of Grey list in June 2021 even if Pakistan completes its 27 action items. Pakistan coming out of Grey listing is
linked with On-Site inspection and may also be linked with Pakistan negotiated Action points with FATF style regional body, Asia Pacific Group (APG).
The remaining three action points are related to professional training and expertise of Law Enforcement Agencies (LEAs) and prosecutors about TF
investigations and prosecutions. It may be noted that most challenging action point is related to demonstrate “effective implementation of targeted
financial sanctions against all 1267 and 1373 designated terrorists, specifically those acting for or on their behalf”. The surprising fact is that no country
in the World has so far achieved effective implementation of targeted financial sanction related to associates of designated terrorists so this particular
action point can prolong Pakistan status as Grey list in FATF. Moreover, enforcement of financial sanctions against associates of designated terrorist in
the absence of clear definition may then include their family members in sanctions; so dragging common people into legal proceedings which will be
difficult to prove in the court of law. Consequently, the probability of exiting the Grey list during the next plenary session of June 2021 purely on technical
grounds is not very bright, however diplomatic efforts may yield a positive result.

Pakistan loses an
estimated $10 Billion
annually as a result
of its designation in
“FATF Grey List”.
The provincial CTD departments have been
designated as prime Law Enforcement Agencies
(LEA) for TF that have limited or no training in
identifying, investigation and prosecuting TF. It may
be noted that success story against Terrorism in
Pakistan was led by Intelligence agencies, thus
capacity building and training of Provincial CTDS
needs special emphasis.
After the publication of the APG Mutual Evaluation
report (MER), Pakistan is still in the process of
negotiating post observation progress report with
the APG which is likely to be finalized by June 2021.
Subsequently, Pakistan will negotiate with the APG
for its action plan. FATF focused on only three
recommendations related to TF and consequently
Pakistan was asked to complete 27 action points.
On the contrary, APG has focused on all 40
Recommendations of FATF and we have been found
compliant on only 16 recommendations, so action
points with APG is expected to be much higher in
numbers than FATF. Therefore, all stakeholders in
Pakistan must be prepared to complete much
higher numbers of action points from APG covering
all areas of ML/ TF/ PF.
On-site Inspection of FATF is very important to
come out of Grey list, so all stake holders must start
preparing for verification of action points by the
FATF team. If the FATF fails to verify the completion
of 27 action points, then Pakistan’s Grey list status
will not change.

It may be mentioned that even after
Pakistan has completed its 27 action
points and is able to validate their
compliance to the FATF Inspection
team, Pakistan will still need the
support of three members of the
FATF committee in order to avert a
Grey listing, linked with APG MER.
If Pakistan fails to garner at least
three members support, it will not
be able to come out of Grey listing
for next two – three years.
Assessment of Current Situation
Related to PF
The severity of the issue is that the
FATF regime has evolved from
money laundering to terrorist
financing regime and it is leading
towards proliferation financing
regime and sanctions. It may be
noted that Pakistan was historically
put on Grey listing with FATF
regime from ML to TF regime and it
is feared that after TF allegations,
Pakistan may fall to “Grey Listing”
of PF regime and sanctions. It is
expected that Pakistan may be first
of few countries to undergo mutual
evaluation related to PF anytime
during 2024.

If Pakistan is listed on “Grey Listing” due to PF regime
and sanctions, it may lead to dismantling of Pakistan
strategic assets, thus Pakistan must plan pro-actively
to avoid being Grey Listed on “PF Regime and
Sanctions”.
Financial Monitoring Unit (FMU), State Bank of
Pakistan (SBP) as a financial sector Regulator and
other regulators are not trained or even aware of the
modus operandi of PF related investigations. It may be
noted that without formulating a national strategy
and consulting the strategic asset controlling
government agencies, SBP has initiated PF Inspections
of
different
financial
institutions
without
understanding the impact of any such violation
officially reported by SBP. The intricacies involved in
officially reporting of PF by Pakistani regulators
especially SBP will not only have adverse impact on
financial institutions but may lead to crippling
sanctions as has happened in Iran. Pakistan must
develop competencies in and an in-depth
understanding of PF related financial issues.
Pakistan’s adversaries are taking advantage of
Pakistan strategic deficiencies in ML/ TF/ PF domain.
Thus, if Pakistan does not continue to improve
strategy and policies at the national level to counter
current FATF Grey listing status and develop a
comprehensive strategy to counter the impending
threat of future grey listing on PF context, it may lead
to dismantling of Pakistan strategic assets.
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National Response
Recommended Actions to Come out of Grey Listing
Pakistan should not only focus on completion of remaining three action points but should also contest that how to demonstrate the effective implementation
of targeted financial sanctions against associates of UNSC 1267 and 1373 designated terrorists. Pakistan must draw comparison with other jurisdictions
related to this point and should mention that no country in the world can implement targeted financial sanctions against associates of designated terrorists.
Moreover, Pakistan must highlight that even the FATF has just finalized a guidance that provides best practices to national authorities to improve the
effectiveness of their legal actions against TF in February 2021.
Pakistan must avoid Grey listing on PF, thus Pakistan
Security establishment especially ISI, SPD and NDU must
Although,
provincial
CTD
Pakistan must devise comprehensive diplomatic
work hand in gloves with other National institutions to
departments
have
been
strategy to garner support of maximum numbers of
develop policy to take all necessary actions to counter
the FATF members for plenary sessions of June and
designated as Prime LEA for TF
impending threats of PF and future Grey Listing of
October
2021.
Pakistan
diplomatic
policy
must
but due to capacity building
Pakistan in the context of PF.
prioritize
the
importance
of
FATF
members
and
issues of CTD departments,
evaluate
each
member
of
FATF
for
their
support
during
Provincial Home Ministries must
Pakistan must prepare for mutual assessment of FATF
FATF Plenary sessions.
focus in capacity building and
on PF that is likely to commence in 2024. The
training of Provincial CTDs about
preparation shall include the briefings of regulators and
TF
investigations
and
Inspectors including SBP by PF experts of FATF
prosecutions. The FATF terrorist
guidelines who also have understandings of strategic
financing guidance confidential
assets sensitivities. Selection and International training
report has now been finalized in
of PF experts with such background shall commence
February 2021. Pakistan national
immediately.
authorities
must
conduct
SBP and other regulators must be stopped from
extensive training sessions of
initiating PF Inspections without consulting National
LEAs officials and prosecutors by
Security stakeholders and without understanding, the
hiring TF experts to improve the
intricacies involved in officially reporting such lapses by
effectiveness of their legal actions
China and Turkey are likely to support but few other
SBP or other regulators. Pakistan authorities must
against TF. This training must
countries might needs special diplomatic focus.
trained its regulators/ supervisors accordingly to
Malaysian support after change of Mahathir
covers detection, investigative
address the supervision of PF risk assessments and
Muhammad has become questionable and needs
strategies for common types of TF
mitigation as desired by FATF. International training of
continuous
engagement
and
comprehensive
activity, proving intent and
Regulators including SBP, Regulated Entities including
diplomatic strategy. With fast changing regional
knowledge, and confiscation of
financial institutions must be made mandatory to
environment, support of KSA and GCC is also not
assets as a tool to disrupt TF.
identify, assess, manage and mitigate the risks of
guaranteed, thus we need to engage these countries
potential breaches, non-implementation, or evasion of
at top most level to garner their support for FATF
A
high
level
committee
the targeted financial sanctions related to PF.
Plenary session. Argentina, Brazil, Greece, Portugal,
comprising of all National stake
Spain, Denmark, Mexico, Russia and South Africa may
holders should be constituted for
Conclusion
support Pakistani stance, if proper diplomatic efforts
comprehensive preparation for
are launched including briefing by special
an on-site inspection of FATF
Pakistan’s adversaries are taking advantage of Pakistan
representatives of Prime Minister to explain Pakistan
strategic deficiencies in ML/ TF/ PF which may lead to
team. Only experts and senior
government efforts and success in completion of 27
Pakistan strategic assets if Pakistan is economically
bureaucracy should deal with the
action points. Furthermore, these countries should be
crippled by stopping correspondent banking of Pakistan
FATF on-site inspection team.
briefed about steps initiated by Pakistani government
or Grey listed on PF context. Thus, it is a time for policy
to curb the menace of ML and TF in Pakistan, thus
Fight to save financial frontiers
makers to devise comprehensive plan to ensure that
continuation of Pakistan Grey listing by FATF will be
requires a team having loyalty,
Pakistan shall not only come out of Grey listing ASAP on
politically motivated and not be on merit. It may be
experience,
professional
TF context but also avert future Grey listing on PF
noted that above mentioned countries are not under
approach and exposure to attend
context. Although, it is a big ask from country like
direct US influence and historically deviate from US
face-to-face
meetings
and
Pakistan where large parts of economy operate in
diplomatic influence and policy.
fighting the allegations of FATF
shadows and where law enforcers have little or no
technically and at granular levels.
training in identifying, investigating and prosecuting
Recommended Actions to Avert Grey Listing in the
There is a need to overhaul FMU
financial crimes, but we must understand at Policy level
context of PF
and empowered FMU financially
that it is in our own National interest to remove
and administratively. Pakistan
weaknesses in our AML/ CFT/ CPF regime and
FATF guidance on PF will be finalized by June 2021 and
FMU name needs to be changed
strengthen our investigators and prosecutors not only
will be released for public consultation in March 2021.
with the FATF recommended
because FATF requires us to do so. It goes without
Pakistan must start developing its expertise on PF so
name of FIU i.e. Financial
saying that complete compliance will bring its own
that we can implement FATF requirements on PF,
Intelligence Unit and not
dividends for the economy. The increasing inflow of
including how to prepare a risk assessment in the
Monitoring Unit. FMU needs
remittances through legal channels is only one of the
context of PF, risk indicators for potential breach, nonstrengthening with professionals
many economic benefits that Pakistan stands to reap
implementation or evasion of PF sanctions obligations,
having diverse exposure. FMU is
from adopting global standards on illicit financing.
and commensurate risk mitigation measures needed
dominated only by SBP officers
to address the identified risks, including for low-risk
and deficient of professional
entities to avoid the unintended consequences of
officers with different exposures
financial exclusion.
especially
officers
having
expertise of white collar crimes. .
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